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Dependable Computing - EDCC-2 Sep 03 2020 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second European Dependable Computing Conference, EDCC-2,
held in Taormina, Italy, in October 1996. The book presents 26 revised full papers selected from a total of 66 submissions based on the reviews of 146 referees. The
papers are organized in sections on distributed fault tolerance, fault injection, modelling and evaluation, fault-tolerant design, basic hardware models, testing,
verification, replication and distribution, and system level diagnosis.
The Silence Aug 26 2022 Nothing is as it seems... When Adam joined the Pioneer program, he became one of six teens to forfeit their bodies for a new, digital
existence. Together, the Six were unstoppable, protecting the world from artificial-intelligence systems that threatened the human race. But they were more than a
team—they were family. Until now. Adam has a complex power within his circuitry that defies the very laws of physics. He wasn't programmed to have this power, and
he can barely control it or its consequences. Adam's never felt more alone. Amber, the newest Pioneer, knows what it is like to be an outsider. She gets him in a way
the others don't. Except Amber's software has been corrupted, and until Adam figures out exactly what she's become, the Pioneers—and the world—are in mortal
danger. "Questions of principle, power, and possibility keep this look at our modern, hardwired existence fresh and fascinating." —Booklist, STARRED review of The
Six "An exciting action-story chock full of characters you'll love. The Six is full of big ideas, big questions, real science, and things that will make you think and
wonder and lie awake late at night." —Michael Grant, author of the Gone series on The Six
Hush, Hush Nov 17 2021 High school sophomore Nora has always been very cautious in her relationships, but when Patch, who has a dark side she can sense,
enrolls at her school, she is mysteriously and strongly drawn to him, despite warnings from her best friend, the school counselor, and her own instincts.
When Silence Kills Jun 12 2021 A killer so clever, nobody hears the screams . . . When the mutilated body of a woman is discovered in her home, DCI Bishop from
the Met murder squad is called in to oversee the case. The horrific killing bears a striking resemblance to three other murders years before, but the cases were never
solved. Bishop knows they need the help of Holly Wakefield, a criminal psychologist who specialises in getting inside the minds of serial killers. The grisly murders
occur every three years, but it is the stick-man drawing left at each crime scene that has the police baffled. A post-mortem also detects a cocktail of drugs that can
leave a victim screaming in silence. No one would have heard their cries for help. Holly suspects that they are a missing a vital clue that links the victims. But can
she discover the link before the killer comes knocking at her door? The twisty, heart-racing new serial killer thriller in the Holly Wakefield series, perfect for fans of
Robert Bryndza, Angela Marsons and Stuart MacBride. PRAISE FOR THE HOLLY WAKEFIELD THRILLERS: 'A thrilling new talent' PETER JAMES 'Creepy, twisted and
gripping' SUN 'Dark, compelling' M. W. CRAVEN 'Mightily impressive . . . Deviously plotted' DAILY MAIL 'Utterly compelling' LESLEY KARA 'As many twists and turns
as a rollercoaster!' AMY LLOYD
The Inspector Erlendur Series, Books 1-3 Jan 27 2020 Winner of the CWA Gold Dagger Award and selected for Publishers Weekly's 100 Best Books for Silence of the
Grave, Arnaldur Indridason has received major review attention. He is the only author to win the Glass Key Award for Best Nordic Crime Novel two years in a row—for
Jar City in 2002 and Silence of the Grave in 2003. Here together for the first time in a fabulous eBook bundle are the first three books in the popular Inspector
Erlendur series: Jar City When a lonely old man is found dead in his Reykjavík flat, the only clues are a cryptic note left by the killer and a photograph of a young
girl's grave. Did the old man's past come back to haunt him? As Erlendur reopens this very cold case, he follows a trail of unusual forensic evidence, uncovering
secrets that are much larger than the murder of one old man. Silence of the Grave When a skeleton is discovered half-buried in a construction site outside of
Reykjavík, Inspector Erlendur finds himself knee-deep in both a crime scene and an archeological dig. As Erlendur tries to crack this cold case, he must also save his
drug-addicted daughter from self destruction and somehow glue his hopelessly fractured family back together. Voices The Christmas rush is at its peak in a grand
Reykjavík hotel when Inspector Erlendur is called in to investigate a murder. As Christmas Day approaches, Erlendur must deal with his difficult daughter, pursue a
possible romantic interest, and untangle a long-buried web of malice and greed to find the murderer.
Storm and Silence Aug 02 2020 Freedom - that is what Lilly Linton wants most in life. Not marriage, not a brood of squalling brats, and certainly not love, thank you
very much But freedom is a rare commodity in 19th-century London, where girls are expected to spend their lives sitting at home, fully occupied with looking pretty.
Lilly is at her wits' end - until a chance encounter with a dark, dangerous and powerful stranger changes her life forever... Enter the world of Mr Rikkard Ambrose,
where the only rule is: Knowledge is power is time is money Winner of the People's Choice Award 2015
Lake Silence Feb 08 2021 In this thrilling and suspenseful fantasy set in the world of the New York Times bestselling Others series, an inn owner and her shapeshifting lodger find themselves enmeshed in danger and dark secrets. Human laws do not apply in the territory controlled by the Others--vampires, shape-shifters,
and even deadlier paranormal beings. And this is a fact that humans should never, ever forget.... After her divorce, Vicki DeVine took over a rustic resort near Lake
Silence, in a human town that is not human controlled. Towns such as Vicki's don't have any distance from the Others, the dominant predators who rule most of the
land and all of the water throughout the world. And when a place has no boundaries, you never really know what is out there watching you. Vicki was hoping to find a
new career and a new life. But when her lodger, Aggie Crowe--one of the shape-shifting Others--discovers a murdered man, Vicki finds trouble instead. The detectives
want to pin the death on her, despite the evidence that nothing human could have killed the victim. As Vicki and her friends search for answers, ancient forces are
roused by the disturbance in their domain. They have rules that must not be broken--and all the destructive powers of nature at their command.
Valley Of Silence Oct 28 2022 The six members of the Circle are united at last - and prepared for the final battle. Led by sorcerer Hoyt Mac Cionaoith, they stand
shoulder to shoulder with the local people of Geall. Together they must defeat the vampire queen Lilith and her army: or lose the world to her dark embrace. But one
of the Circle is hiding a troubling secret. To lead her people into battle, Geall's scholar-princess Moira must follow her destiny and become their queen. But she must
also deal with her growing feelings for Cian, the vampire - and a love as impossible and fraught with danger as the war they must face together . . .
The Silence Jan 19 2022 Bestselling author Tim Lebbon’s electrifying horror novel - now made into a Netflix original movie starring Stanley Tucci and Kiernan
Shipka In the darkness of an underground cave system, blind creatures hunt by sound. Then there is light, there are voices, and they feed... Swarming from their
prison, the creatures thrive and destroy. To scream, even to whisper, is to summon death. As the hordes lay waste to Europe, a girl watches to see if they will cross
the sea. Deaf for many years, she knows how to live in silence; now, it is her family’s only chance of survival. To leave their home, to shun others, to find a remote
haven where they can sit out the plague. But will it ever end? And what kind of world will be left?
Dead Silence Dec 18 2021 New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author Brenda Novak brings you a trilogy that Publishers Weekly called "a great read." Every
town has its secrets—and Stillwater, Mississippi, has more than most! Starting with a murder almost twenty years ago… There's a body buried behind a Mississippi
farmhouse Grace Montgomery knows who it is, and she knows why it happened. She was only thirteen the night it all went wrong. And now, like then, she has no
choice but to keep her mouth shut. Grace left the town of Stillwater thirteen years ago, trying to forget, trying to make good. As an assistant D.A. in Jackson, she's
finally achieved the success that was supposed to change her life. But it hasn't—so she's come back to confront her own history. Which means returning to the
farmhouse now owned by her brother and facing the people of Stillwater, a number of whom suspect the truth. Widower Kennedy Archer is one of those people. He's
running for mayor and needs to stay as far away from Grace as possible. And yet…she's an enigma he can't resist. Even though her enemies are close to finding out
what really happened—and that could ruin them both.
Breaking Silence Mar 21 2022 When Chief of Police, Kate Burkholder, is called to a farm in the Amish community of Painter’s Creek, nothing could prepare her for
the horror and tragedy she encounters. Solly and Rachel Slabaugh, and his brother Abel, have drowned in the hog pit leaving the four children as orphans. As the
investigation progresses, it seems that the Slabaugh deaths were not an accident, and the case suddenly becomes a murder enquiry. Agent John Tomasetti and Kate
have worked together before, and now he is called back to Painter’s Creek to help seek out the perpetrators of what appear to be serious hate crimes against the
Amish. Whether these crimes and the Slabaugh murders are linked is hard to establish because the Amish are very proud and private people who do not enjoy
involvement from outside. As the case deepens, Kate develops a bond with the children, particularly the 15-year-old daughter, Solome. Maybe she is reminded of
herself at that age, and maybe there’s something about this case which stirs up memories for her. The events surrounding the deaths puzzle her – something doesn’t
feel right. As more information comes to light, a tragic incident turns into something much more shocking.
Dead Silence Feb 20 2022 A Most-Anticipated Title in Bustle, i09, LitHub, PopSugar, CrimeReads, BookRiot, GoodReads and more. STARRED Review in BookPage!
Titanic meets The Shining in this SF horror novel in which a woman and her crew board a decades-lost luxury cruiser and find the wreckage of a nightmare that
hasn't yet ended. Claire Kovalik is days away from being unemployed—made obsolete—when her beacon repair crew picks up a strange distress signal. With nothing
to lose and no desire to return to Earth, Claire and her team decide to investigate. What they find is shocking: the Aurora, a famous luxury spaceliner that vanished
on its maiden tour of the solar system more than twenty years ago. A salvage claim like this could set Claire and her crew up for life. But a quick search of the ship
reveals something isn’t right. Whispers in the dark. Flickers of movement. Messages scrawled in blood. Claire must fight to hold on to her sanity and find out what
really happened on the Aurora before she and her crew meet the same ghastly fate. "Truly un-put-downable in its purest sense.” Chloe Gong, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of These Violent Delights At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Silence Nov 05 2020 A dead conspiracy theorist. A mass murderer. Two cases collide for Callahan and McLane in a pulse-pounding thriller by Wall Street
Journal and Amazon Charts bestselling author Kendra Elliot. A man is savagely murdered outside Portland, and Detective Mason Callahan finds blood-spatter
evidence that tells a troubling story. Files reveal the murder victim, Reuben Braswell, was a radical conspiracist. In his home, investigators find pages of diatribes
against law enforcement as well as ties to Mason's fiancée, FBI special agent Ava McLane. The victim was her informant--and had strong reasons to be paranoid. To
Ava, Braswell's rants were those of a wearying and harmless man...until they collide with her investigation into the murders of police officers and finding the
connection becomes urgent. Meanwhile, Braswell's brother and Ava's twin sister both disappear, and disturbing acts of sabotage target Ava's personal life. For Mason
and Ava, the brutal crimes and escalating mysteries create a perfect storm for a terrorist conspiracy that becomes dangerously personal--one that has yet to claim its
last victim.
The Silent Patient Aug 14 2021 **THE INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** "An unforgettable—and Hollywood-bound—new thriller... A mix of
Hitchcockian suspense, Agatha Christie plotting, and Greek tragedy." —Entertainment Weekly The Silent Patient is a shocking psychological thriller of a woman’s act
of violence against her husband—and of the therapist obsessed with uncovering her motive. Alicia Berenson’s life is seemingly perfect. A famous painter married to
an in-demand fashion photographer, she lives in a grand house with big windows overlooking a park in one of London’s most desirable areas. One evening her
husband Gabriel returns home late from a fashion shoot, and Alicia shoots him five times in the face, and then never speaks another word. Alicia’s refusal to talk, or
give any kind of explanation, turns a domestic tragedy into something far grander, a mystery that captures the public imagination and casts Alicia into notoriety. The
price of her art skyrockets, and she, the silent patient, is hidden away from the tabloids and spotlight at the Grove, a secure forensic unit in North London. Theo
Faber is a criminal psychotherapist who has waited a long time for the opportunity to work with Alicia. His determination to get her to talk and unravel the mystery
of why she shot her husband takes him down a twisting path into his own motivations—a search for the truth that threatens to consume him....
The Equinox Jun 24 2022 The Encyclopedia of Occultism. This edition based on new scans from a copy of the first edition.
The Silence of the Archive Nov 24 2019 Foreword by Anne J Gilliland, University of California Evaluating archives in a post-truth society. In recent years big data
initiatives, not to mention Hollywood, the video game industry and countless other popular media, have reinforced and even glamorized the public image of the
archive as the ultimate repository of facts and the hope of future generations for uncovering ‘what actually happened’. The reality is, however, that for all sorts of
reasons the record may not have been preserved or survived in the archive. In fact, the record may never have even existed – its creation being as imagined as is its
contents. And even if it does exist, it may be silent on the salient facts, or it may obfuscate, mislead or flat out lie. The Silence of the Archive is written by three
expert and knowledgeable archivists and draws attention to the many limitations of archives and the inevitability of their having parameters. Silences or gaps in
archives range from details of individuals’ lives to records of state oppression or of intelligence operations. The book brings together ideas from a wide range of
fields, including contemporary history, family history research and Shakespearian studies. It describes why these silences exist, what the impact of them is, how
researchers have responded to them, and what the silence of the archive means for researchers in the digital age. It will help provide a framework and context to
their activities and enable them to better evaluate archives in a post-truth society. This book includes discussion of: enforced silencesexpectations and when silence
means silencedigital preservation, authenticity and the futuredealing with the silencepossible solutions; challenging silence and acceptancethe meaning of the
silences: are things getting better or worse?user satisfaction and audience development. This book will make compelling reading for professional archivists, records
managers and records creators, postgraduate and undergraduate students of history, archives, librarianship and information studies, as well as academics and other
users of archives.
The Complete Concordance to Shakspere Being a Verbal Index to All the Passages in the Dramatic Works of the Poet by Mrs. Cowden Clarke Jul 01 2020
The Siege Jul 13 2021 Mission: Sabotage. Adam gave up everything for a new chance at life. Now with a cutting-edge digital mind, he is smarter, faster, better than a
normal teen. Except Adam is anything but invincible. He's indebted to the government program that gave him this ability-and freedom comes at a price. Adam and
his teammates, the six Pioneers, swore to defend humanity against Sigma, the most ruthless artificial intelligence program ever designed. The Pioneers are all that
stand between the AI and world domination. But Sigma has an advantage. It has learned about human weakness, and its new weapon? Betrayal. In this war between
good and evil, the battle lines have been drawn...but someone is about to switch sides. The Six Series: The Six (Book 1) The Siege (Book 2) The Silence (Book 3,
coming Summer 2017) Praise for The Six: "Questions of principle, power, and possibility keep this look at our modern, hardwired existence fresh and fascinating."
-Booklist, STARRED review "Adam is an unusual hero—and he faces a frightening question: Computers can't kill—CAN they? I'm still shaken by the answer. Will the
near-future really be this terrifying?" -R.L. Stine, bestselling author of Fear Street
Pray for Silence May 11 2021 The sound of a scream in the early morning dawn leads to a case that will change Kate Burkholder's life irrevocably . . . When the
police arrive at the Amish farmstead in Painters Mill they can't imagine the horror that awaits them. An entire family slaughtered: the men shot, the young women
tortured and killed. The Amish are peace-loving, gentle folk and the town is shocked by what appears to be a particularly brutal - and random killing. But is it
random? Every family has its secrets. Kate knows that better than anyone. And as she and Agent John Tomasetti dig deeper into the victims' lives they discover a
young woman who was living a lie. A girl who had to live in silence. With her own past resonating - Kate knows she has to maintain some distance. From the case, and
from Tomasetti. She knows what could happen if she gets too close. But when she puts herself in the line of fire - she realizes that, this time, there may be no going
back. 'Think of the movie Witness and add just a touch of the Coen brothers' Fargo and you have the feel for this brilliant, nail-biting thriller' Daily Mail
White Silence Oct 24 2019 The first instalment in the gripping supernatural thriller series from international bestselling author, Jodi Taylor. 'I don't know who I am.
I don't know what I am.' Elizabeth Cage is a child when she discovers that there are things in this world that only she can see. But she doesn't want to see them and
she definitely doesn't want them to see her. What is a curse to Elizabeth is a gift to others - a very valuable gift they want to control. When her husband dies,
Elizabeth's world descends into a nightmare. But as she tries to piece her life back together, she discovers that not everything is as it seems. Alone in a strange and
frightening world, she's a vulnerable target to forces beyond her control. And she knows that she can't trust anyone... White Silence is a twisty supernatural thriller
that will have you on the edge of your seat. Readers love Jodi Taylor: 'Jodi Taylor does brilliant, strong female heroes, and Elizabeth follows on from Max in the St
Mary's series' 'I look forward to another adventure with this quirky and perfectly matched pair' 'Hold on to your seat and close your eyes if you dare!' 'Gripping and
full of curious plot turns' 'An on-the-edge-of-your-seat thriller where no assumptions can be made'
Embracing Contemplation Mar 29 2020 What does a Christian life lived "by the Spirit" look like? Bringing together Protestant scholars and practitioners of spiritual
formation, this volume offers a distinctly evangelical consideration of the benefits of contemplation. Drawing on historical examples from the church—including John
Calvin, Richard Baxter, Jonathan Edwards, and John Wesley—this book considers how contemplative prayer can shape Christian living today.
Managing Silence in Workplaces Apr 10 2021 Managing Silence in Workplaces explores employee voice and the issues inherent for organizations in not allowing
their employees to freely express their feelings and thoughts in the workplace. The study promotes a transdisciplinary approach combining perspectives on employee
silence from human resources management, psychology and economics.
The Complete Concordance to Shakspere Dec 26 2019
Six Apr 29 2020 To save humanity, they must give up their own. Adam's muscular dystrophy has stolen his mobility, his friends, and in a few short years, it will take
his life. Virtual reality games are Adam's only escape from his wheelchair. In his alternate world, he can defeat anyone. Running, jumping, scoring touchdowns: Adam
is always the hero. Then an artificial intelligence program, Sigma, hacks into Adam's game. Created by Adam's computer-genius father, Sigma has gone rogue,
threatening Adam's life-and world domination. Their one chance to stop Sigma is using technology Adam's dad developed to digitally preserve the mind of his dying
son. Along with a select group of other terminally ill teens, Adam becomes one of the Six who have forfeited their bodies to inhabit weaponized robots. But with time
running short, the Six must learn to manipulate their new mechanical forms and work together to train for epic combat...before Sigma destroys humanity.
Sworn to Silence May 31 2020 In the sleepy rural town of Painters Mill, Ohio, the Amish and "English" residents have lived side by side for two centuries. But sixteen
years ago, a series of brutal murders shattered the peaceful farming community. In the aftermath of the violence, the town was left with a sense of fragility, a loss of
innocence. Kate Burkholder, a young Amish girl, survived the terror of the Slaughterhouse Killer but came away from its brutality with the realization that she no
longer belonged with the Amish. Now, a wealth of experience later, Kate has been asked to return to Painters Mill as Chief of Police. Her Amish roots and big city law
enforcement background make her the perfect candidate. She's certain she's come to terms with her past-until the first body is discovered in a snowy field. Kate vows
to stop the killer before he strikes again. But to do so, she must betray both her family and her Amish past-and expose a dark secret that could destroy her.
The Environment in Rachel Carson's Silent Spring Jun 19 2019 A foundational text in the conservation movement, Rachel Carson's Silent Spring challenged
prevailing ideas of the health of the environment by showing that pesticides affected organisms other than their targets, such as humans and birds. The book also
accused chemical companies and federal officials of complacency in regulating pesticides. Despite challenges from the chemical industry, the book reversed
pesticide policy, leading to a ban on DDT for agricultural use. This compelling volume offers an in-depth analysis of the life, works, and importance of Rachel Carson.
Critical essays focus on how the book put human impact at the center of environmental policy, how some felt that Carson exaggerated her claims, and how
environmentalism stands in the way of human progress. The book also offers readers contemporary perspectives on environmental disasters.
Silence in Intercultural Communication Apr 22 2022 How and why is silence used interculturally? Approaching the phenomenon of silence from multiple
perspectives, this book shows how silence is used, perceived and at times misinterpreted in intercultural communication. Using a model of key aspects of silence in
communication  linguistic, cognitive and sociopsychological  and fundamental levels of social organization  individual, situational and sociocultural - the book
explores the intricate relationship between perceptions and performance of silence in interaction involving Japanese and Australian participants. Through a
combination of macro- and micro- ethnographic analyses of university seminar interactions, the stereotypes of the 'silent East' is reconsidered, and the tension
between local and sociocultural perspectives of intercultural communication is addressed. The book has relevance to researchers and students in intercultural
pragmatics, discourse analysis and applied linguistics.
Anishinaabe Ways of Knowing and Being Aug 22 2019 Very few studies have examined the worldview of the Anishinaabeg from within the culture itself and none
have explored the Anishinaabe worldview in relation to their efforts to maintain their culture in the present-day world. Focusing mainly on the Minnesota
Anishinaabeg, Gross explores how their worldview works to create a holistic way of living, which the Anishinaabeg call the Good Life. However, as Gross also argues,
the Anishinaabeg saw the end of their world early in the 20th century and experienced what he calls 'postapocalypse stress syndrome.'

Silence May 23 2022
A Complete Concordance Or Verbal Index to Works, Phrases and Passages in the Dramatic Works of Shakespeare Mar 09 2021
Where the Silence Calls Jul 21 2019 Play with fire, and you’re going to get burned. The unputdownable new Ridpath crime thriller In Manchester, a block of flats is
burning. The only victim is a middle-aged man, sat watching TV. Are the fire and the man's death an accident or is something more frightening at work? Meanwhile,
DI Ridpath is back with his wife and enjoying work at the Coroner's Office, his myeloma still in remission. But the quiet life is soon shattered by a new threat. More
corpses start appearing; charred, burnt, silent bodies, strewn in the streets and lodged in buildings. Next to each one is a chilling message sprayed in orange ink.
Fighting on all fronts, Ridpath will be drawn into the dark past of his city and the youth football clubs of the 1990s. He must find the link before any more people die.
Before the flames come close to home... An absolutely gripping, nerve-shredding crime thriller from master storyteller M J Lee, perfect for fans of Mark Billingham,
Robert Bryndza and Patricia Gibney.
Silence Is Goldfish Oct 04 2020 My name is Tess Turner--at least, that's what I've always been told. I have a voice but it isn't mine. It used to say things so I'd fit in,
to please my parents, to please my teachers. It used to tell the universe I was something I wasn't. It lied. It never occurred to me that everyone else was lying too.
Fifteen-year-old Tess doesn't mean to become mute. At first, she's just too shocked to speak. And who wouldn't be? Discovering your whole life has been a lie because
your dad isn't your real father is a pretty big deal. Terrified of the truth, Tess retreats into silence. Reeling from her family's betrayal, Tess sets out to discover the
identity of her real father. He could be anyone--even the familiar-looking teacher at her school. Tess continues to investigate, uncovering a secret that could ruin
multiple lives. It all may be too much for Tess to handle, but how can she ask for help when she's forgotten how to use her voice? In a brilliant study of identity,
betrayal, and complex family dynamics, award-winning author Annabel Pitcher explores the importance of communication, even when we're faced with unspeakable
truths.
Awkward Silence Feb 26 2020 Yuji Sagara has enough worries already trying to find a part-time job to pay for college while his mother is in the hospital, so he’s not
happy that Takahito Kagami is adding to his troubles. Kagami is an incorrigible flirt, and all the girls on campus are after him, so why would he steal a kiss from
Yuji...? Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for mature audiences.
Three John Silence Stories Sep 22 2019 Renowned as one of the originators and masters of the 'weird' horror genre, British writer Algernon Blackwood also played a
role in developing a character archetype that has gone on to feature in countless television shows, novels, and movies in recent years -- the psychic detective. John
Silence is a well-to-do medical doctor with keen psychic powers who spends his spare time communing with the dead in haunted houses, murder cases, and other
strange scenarios. This collection of three of the most famous John Silence stories is a must-read for fans of the genre.
How to Do Things with Silence Jan 07 2021 This work is a detailed analytical study of different forms of silent doing. It explores a range of topics related to silence,
including the theory of silent doing and its relationship to other forms of action and communication, silence and aesthetics, the ethics and politics of silence, and the
religious dimensions of silence. The book, as an original contribution to analytical philosophy, should be of interest to philosophers and students.
A Deathly Silence Oct 16 2021 A gripping thriller perfect for fans of Gillian Flynn, S.J. Watson, B A Paris and Sophie Hannah 'Fans of Lynda La Plante’s Jane
Tennison will be pleased' Publishers Weekly When the mutilated body of a police officer is found in a derelict factory, the Hamptonshire police force is shocked to
the core. DCI Helen Lavery returns from injury leave and is immediately plunged into an investigation like no other. Is this a random attack or is someone targeting
the force? Organised crime groups or a lone killer? As the net draws in, Helen finds the truth lies closer than she could have imagined, and trusts no one. But Helen
is facing a twisted killer who will stop at nothing to ensure their secrets remain hidden. And time is running out... REVIEWS 'The novel will appeal to every crime
reader who enjoys clever plotting and brilliant procedural detail' Kate Rhodes 'An atmospheric and reassuringly authentic police investigation that tears along at a
rip-roaring pace' A.J. Waines 'This was a gripping page-turner of a read – I finished it in one sitting!' LJ Ross 'Such a smart, classy and satisfying read. Isaac really is
the queen of the police procedural... Isaac patiently drip-feeds the story – her biggest talent – and the pay-off is that you really care, so the twist is doubly shocking.
Loved it' Louise Beech 'Perfectly plotted police procedural that engages the reader from the discovery of the first body through a fast-paced investigation dogged by
leaks, to a dramatic and terrifying conclusion. Jane Isaac at her best' Anne Coates 'Jane Isaac weaves a tense story where you don't know who to trust or believe and
you can't help but keep turning the pages. She is a master of the procedural and a go-to writer if you want your story twisted' Rebecca Bradley 'An intriguing and
deeply authentic mystery paired with a solid police procedural, A Deathly Silence tells a tragic yet utterly compelling story. Expertly plotted and filled with realistic,
well-drawn characters, this is an excellent addition to the DI Helen Lavery series' SJI Holliday 'Everything else was put on hold; I was reading at breakneck speed. A
first-rate, fast-paced and utterly compelling police procedural – highly recommended' Clare Chase ‘A clever, mind-twisting police procedural, with a cast of wellthought out characters, and a depth that will appeal to mystery addicts' Daisy White 'A gripping read. Tense, pacy and authentic – you won't want to put it down!' Roz
Watkins 'The brilliant DI Lavery is back to solve a chilling murder. Isaac unravels the shocking, dark mystery with skill and an excellent eye for detail' Caroline
England 'From its chilling opening pages, A Deathly Silence is a gripping and superior police procedural. You might end up reading this one in a day. I can't wait to
see what she bring us next' Howard Linskey BOOKS BY JANE ISAAC DCI Helen Lavery Book 1: An Unfamiliar Murder Book 2: The Truth Will Out Book 3: A Deathly
Silence Book 4: Evil Intent DI Will Jackman Book 1: Before It's Too Late Book 2: Beneath the Ashes Book 3: The Lies Within
Forgotten Worlds Sep 27 2022 "Unforgettable characters and is jam-packed with action [and] adventure... one readers will not want to miss." --- Booklist "Gripping
writing, a brilliantly realised future culture and sympathetic characters . . . an entertaining and compelling read."--- SFX Magazine The sequel to D. Nolan Clark's
epic space adventure Forsaken Skies. The battle is over. But the war has only just begun. Aleister Lanoe has won a stunning victory against the alien armada that
threatened Niraya, but it's not enough to satisfy his desire for vengeance. He won't rest until he's located the armada's homeworld and reduced it to ashes. Yet his
personal vendetta will have to wait. Lanoe now faces a desperate race against time, and the merciless Centrocor corporation, if he's to secure the Earth's future - and
discover the truth he seeks. The SilenceForsaken SkiesForgotten WorldsForbidden Suns
Strategic Silence Dec 06 2020 Mainstream public relations overvalues noise, sound and voice in public communication. But how can we explain that while
practitioners use silence on a daily basis, academics have widely remained quiet on the subject? Why is silence habitually famed as inherently bad and unethical?
Silence is neither separate from nor the opposite of communication. The inclusion of silence on a par with speech and non-verbal means is a vital element of any
communication strategy; it opens it up for a new, complex and more reflective understanding of strategic silence as indirect communication. Drawing on a number of
disciplines that see in silence what public relations academics have not yet, this book reveals forms of silence to inform public relations solutions in practice and
theory. How do we manage silence? How can strategic silence increase the capacity of public relations as a change agent? Using a format of multiple short chapters
and practice examples, this is the first book that discusses the concept of strategic silence, and its consequences for PR theory and practice. Applying silence to
communication cases and issues in global societies, it will be of interest to scholars and researchers in public relations, strategic communications and
communication studies.
No Such Thing as Silence Sep 15 2021 First performed at the midpoint of the twentieth century, John Cage’s 4'33", a composition conceived of without a single
musical note, is among the most celebrated and ballyhooed cultural gestures in the history of modern music. A meditation on the act of listening and the nature of
performance, Cage’s controversial piece became the iconic statement of the meaning of silence in art and is a landmark work of American music. In this book, Kyle
Gann, one of the nation’s leading music critics, explains 4'33" as a unique moment in American culture and musical composition. Finding resemblances and
resonances of 4'33" in artworks as wide-ranging as the paintings of the Hudson River School and the music of John Lennon and Yoko Ono, he provides much-needed
cultural context for this fundamentally challenging and often misunderstood piece. Gann also explores Cage’s craft, describing in illuminating detail the musical,
philosophical, and even environmental influences that informed this groundbreaking piece of music. Having performed 4'33" himself and as a composer in his own
right, Gann offers the reader both an expert’s analysis and a highly personal interpretation of Cage’s most divisive work.
A Moment of Silence Jul 25 2022 "Having returned from a worldwide journey to reclaim his wife, Akemi, Midnight returns to Queens, where he hopes to create a
new, less tumultuous life with his love. But things fall apart when violence targets his younger sister Naja. Forsaking his usual control, the ninja warrior kills his
sister's attacker in cold blood, forcing him on the run and into the only shelter he can find: a seedy money laundering ring whose members are in league with the
police. Though Midnight is promised temporary refuge, he's soon recognized for the murder of Naja's attacker, and lands in jail. Separated from his love, his city,
and his family, Midnight must cling to his Muslim beliefs to stay strong. But soon enough, he meets Ricky Santiaga, the man who will become his leader and father
figure...and perhaps, his only hope" --
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